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that phonetic changes are due for the most 
part to imperfect imitation on the part of a 
speaker when he attempts to enunciate a new 
sound. The developnmenit treated in the ac- 
companying note is an illustration of this 
principle. It is well known that since the 
French speech-system possessed ino element 
correspondinig to the German w, the effort 
was successfully made to approximate the bi- 
labial nature of the sound by prefixinig to 
the latter- ag. Heince WAD>, g?Zs, WERRA> 

guerre, WvARNJAN>,guarYir, etc. This state- 
ment is undoubtedly correct. The question 
may arise, however: Why should g have 
been chosen in preference to other consonanits 
(notably the labials) wlhich, when placed before 
the w would have served equally well to 
facilitate its pronunciation ? I have not found 
this query asked or answered in any of the 
bibliography at my disposal, and, in lieu of the 
lack of iniformationi on the point, I offer the 
folloxwing suggestion, the simplicity of which 
forms its clhief claim to consideration. 

The conmbiniation of an initial consonant fol- 
lowed by a half-v-ocalic u existed in French 
before the importation into the latter language 
of any German words. This combination de- 
riv7ed from Latin qu-, as in quanz, qualile, 
qutel, etc. Suclh words as these were doubtless 
in the minids of the French speakers at the 
time of the introduction of the German w, 
and in chosinig a consornant to add to the 
latter, agwas naturally the first to occur to 
the Gauls, because not only would this g avail 
in preservinig the German w, but a still 
stroniger reason, perhaps, for selecting g was 
furnislhed by the fact that gu- formed a voiced 
combination corresponding to the voiceless 
quz- and thlus satisfied the well-knowxn pho- 
netic tendency in language that gives us cor- 
responding voiced and voiceless combinations. 

Another phonetic reason that influenced the 
selection of gut by the side of this qu may 
have been the following: The French of to- 
day are unable to reproduce the bilabial w 
which English-speaking people use; they re- 
place this w by a half-vocalic i, very noticeable 
in words borrowed from the English; as, 
tramway, which in the Parisian pronunciation, 
is generally modified to Iramzoui. The same 
difficulty in imitation may have been encount- 

ered at the time of the adoption of the Ger- 
main w. The i of Latin qut- was doubtless 
giveen a h-ialf-vocalic valiue in Gaul; conse- 
quently Gauls were predisposed to hear the 
German w as half-conisonantal. In the en- 
deavor to fix this sound by placing before it a 
consonant, a g may have been suggested, not 
only fi-om analogy to qu-, but because for the 
formlationi of the it the back portion of the 
tongue was raised very near the section of the 
palate wlhere a g was formed, and olily a little 
further approach toward this section sufficed 
to.produce the g. 

L. E.I1L MENGER. 
Johins Hojkinzs University. 

RA PHA EL'S POESY AZVI) POESY INV 
FA US T. 

TO THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES, 

SIRS:-Since the puLblication of my article 
on RaIkael's Poesy and Poesy in Faust in 
your February issue, I have received some lines 
from Dr. A. Fresenius of thie Goe/lie Archliv 
in WVeirnar that may interest your readers. In 
the first place, he communicates to me the fol- 
lowing note from Dr. C. Ruland, director of 
the Goethe-National-Museum: 

Goethe besass von Raphael's Poesie 
(i) eine kleine leidlich unbedeutende Copie 
in 01, die im Urbino-Zimmer hangt; 
(2) eine sehr schone grosse Zeichnung des 
Kopfes allein von W. Tischbein (liegt in den 
Mappen der Sammlung der landzeichnungen). 

In the second place, he calls attention to the 
frequent mention of Raphael's Poesy by Goe- 
the's friend and collaborator, Heinrich Meyer 
in the Propbylaeen., 

While this information further specifies and 
corroborates my assumption of Goethe's 
thorough familiarity with Raphael's Poesy, it 
tends to show, at the same time, that the use I 
suppose hini to have made of it was thoroughly 
original. 

In conclusion, permit me to avail myself of 
this chance to correct a misprint which has 
crept into my article. Col. I12, 1. 20, read 
Sc4iroeer instead of 'Schroeder.' 

A. GERBER. 

I Bd. i, StUck I, pp. IIO, III, II2; StUck 2, pp. II3, I36, 

I48- 

I27 
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